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WHAT IS THE NEW REALITY?
The global pandemic has forced everyone to come to grips with a reality that most of us have
never imagined. Across the planet, our daily lives have been disrupted. Many of us have been
isolated from friends and family and are no longer able to engage in our old habits.
Perhaps one view of this forced change in our daily reality is that many people in the world see
that we are in this together. A reality of the pandemic is that it affects everyone. Isn’t that
ultimately hopeful?
Yet millions globally have died, the wealthy have experienced a whopping financial boon, while
the working class and poor have experienced greater hardship and economic dislocation. Schools
are political hotbeds, as are masks. People are dying alone, suicides are up, food deserts are even
more barren. It will be decades before the catalogue of change is complete. While no one can yet
identify all of the results of a pandemic year, it seems that people have become more aware of the
possibilities for other realities. While the reality of global racial injustice was becoming more wellknown before the pandemic descended, what has happened since, when people cannot publicly
and personally express themselves? Radical changes in weather patterns (fires, freezes, hurricanes,
floods) violently upend communities, lives, and markets. What of the growing recognition of the
systems ensuring poorer countries and communities remain so? What of the reality that some
political leaders deny the existence of any of these problems, blithely asserting they are fake and
we should ignore them? Economics, mental health, social justice, questions about truth, personal
relations, fashion, even art and literature, have been changed. Is Yeats right, after a world is
“transformed utterly,” a “terrible beauty” is born?
We asked that writers and artists submit works that in some way represent their perceptions of
their current reality, the reality they would like to see, the reality they might escape to (or from),
or new realities that the future might bring. We are frankly amazed at the breadth and quality of
the work received. Artists and writers from 29 countries submitted works and 43 were selected
for publication. We wish to express our heartfelt thanks to all who let us consider their work.
The selected pieces admirably demonstrate that the New Reality is coming and that thoughtful
minds are already embracing it.
-The Editors
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Sam Heydt
Vacant Futures, Complicit Complacent
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MOTHS
(PANDEMIC)
Outside night has set, grumbling
to a ground rough with thorns
& rocks & graves
& astir with stray cats scrounging
for rotten food fighting
with wiry bodies & rancid teeth
& splintered claws.
In night’s stomach, moths flicker
flop & ripple with pleated
wings & missile bodies.
From inside houses, evening seems
to shift in velvet—an indigo
pressing down & burying
thorns smoothing talons
stilling ragged moth-movement
so that all is even & steady
like the breath
of a newborn.
But night knows its business—
overseeing wounds at the intersection
of need versus need watching
sustenance spoil & bellies open
& spill their misgivings
onto pavement
just outside our windows
even as we admire
its silky mantle.
And when the winds rise
we close the drapes
against its gales
telling ourselves we don’t
hear it whispering
The ground is tumbled
with tombs & want—
the moths are here
to light the way.
~inspired by the art of Mariajose Gallardo
~Tjuana Thompson
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Emily Peacock
from H.S.A.N.O.
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Emily Peacock
from H.S.A.N.O.
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NES SOS PROPIES SOLOMBRES
La xente escaeció

au s’alluga la llende

que dixebra la realidá

de la realidá imaxinada.
Yo pescancié

que si yes a imaxinar daqué
yedaqué tan real
comu’l pasáu
(o’l futuru).

Yo deprendí abenayá
cola poesía

a atopar les nueves realidaes
nes sos propies solombres
y nel ecu de les pallabres.

-Xe M. Sánchez
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IN THEIR OWN SHADOWS
People have forgotten

where is placed the boundary
which separates reality
and imagined reality.
I understood

that if you can imagine something
is something as real
as the past

(or the future).

I learned a long time ago
with poetry

to find the new realities
in their own shadows

and in the echo of the words.
-Xe M. Sánchez
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Christian Nicolay
No Where Now Here 182
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Christian Nicolay
No Where Now Here 193
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MIAO JIAXIN MASSAGE THERAPIST STUDIO
Miao Jiaxin Studio Massage Therapist started in 2017 as an art project/participatory
performance in Bushwick, Brooklyn. The business-like art project was completed in 2020
before the pandemic, and it earned more than 100 true positive reviews on Google business
page in more than 15 languages as written documentation of the project. It was 100 hours of
work on 100 bodies, with 100 photographs of 100 relaxed faces after the massage.
The massage practice continues in my spotless and disinfected residence. The room is air
conditioned, and there is a large that window that keeps the air circulating.
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Kateryna Bortsova
Quarantine Time
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Kateryna Bortsova
Selfie Vanity Fair
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AN ENERVATING YEAR
“A year already? It has just flown by!”
--Michael Kupperman
Today is March 8, 2021. The Covid era began almost exactly a year ago for me. On March 7, 2020,
I went to my last public event, the Novel Ideas Art Book Fair in San Antonio. This is my favorite
kind of event—an event that celebrates books, art and grassroots DIY culture; small artsy
publishers setting up to sell their wares. Already cautions about COVID 19 made me wonder if
going to this public event was a good idea. And some of the scheduled exhibitors stayed away. I
wrote about Novel Idea for Glasstire, but they decided that since everything was closing down,
they wouldn’t run it. Here’s what I wrote at the time:

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAA

Up until the day of the show, I was expecting them to cancel it because of the Coronavirus
outbreak. San Antonio was the location of the first known case in Texas, and on March 6,
Austin's SXSW, which would have opened on March 13, was cancelled. I was told that
several exhibitors at Novel Ideas dropped out, and attendance was pretty sparse. When I
think about some comics festivals I've attended, I'm glad that Novel Ideas wasn't crowded-the comics festivals are basically petri dishes. But if you were an exhibitor who paid for a
table and traveled to display your publications, it must have sucked. Well, at least they got a
lot of my money.
Wandering among the exhibitors at Novel Ideas, it struck me that this would be the last public
event I’d be able to attend in a while. I didn’t foresee it being over a year until my next event. But
at least today, the end of my isolation is in sight. I got my first vaccination shot today—the Pfizer
vaccine. The next one will come in a couple or three weeks, and then I can leave my apartment
without fear.
Going to a book fair at the beginning of a pandemic provides an obvious benefit—it allows one to
stock up on books to read during the lockdown. And I have read of the books, zines, pamphlets,
etc., that I picked up that day. I highly recommend The Luck Archive: Exploring Belief,
Superstition, and Tradition by Mark Menjivar, in which Menjivar took photos of objects that
people considered lucky and asked them about the objects. Another masterpiece of a book was
Wild by Jules Buck Jones. Jones’ artwork is showed to great advantage in this book. It is filled
with lots of full-bleed reproductions of his artwork; they often fill every square inch with a dense
squall of lines makes for a powerful presentation. The book was printed and assembled in Austin
and has risograph printed inserts--keeping a foot in the zine world, in a way. The binding is
something I had never seen. Like any hardcover book, it has a heavy board front and back cover,
but unlike any other book I've ever seen, it has no spine. Where the spine would be, one sees only
the interior signatures sewn in. (A signature is a single large sheet of printed paper that is folded
and trimmed—all printed books consist of signatures. They usually form a section of 8 or 16
pages.) One sees the mechanics of a book, which are normally hidden away. The book designer
was Lindsay Starr, who also had a booth at the book fair. Her publishing concern, which she
operates with Daedelus Hoffman, is called Cattywampus Press. Cattywampus Press prints limited
20

edition artists’projects. I picked up Various Small Fireworks Stands (2017, edition of 100), with
photographs by Hoffman and designed by Starr. The title and cover typography are obviously a
play on Various Small Fires by Edward Ruscha (1970). But the design is not a slavish imitation.
Instead of being bound like a regular book, it has been designed to work like a matchbook. It even
has a cover that you can "close before striking." Nice of them to care so much about the safety of
their readers!
All of these seem like standard “art books” in a way. When I wrote about Novel Ideas, I tried to
define what I thought of as an art book:
In my mind, there are three kinds of books that qualify as an art book: a book of art criticism
(for example, Art & Otherness by Thomas McEvilley, to pick a stone classic from my
library), a book of art history (including narrative history, like 2018's amazing Ninth Street
Women by Mary Gabriel), or a monograph (which I think of as a picture book with essays,
including exhibit catalogs). But Printed Matter carries two additional categories: artists'
books (typically publications made by the artist herself, often by hand) and art magazines
(including but not limited to 'zines). These categories overlap.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

But one category I left out was the archive. The Luck Archive obviously falls into this category. In
a way, archives were what Novel Ideas was all about. Again, quoting myself from a year ago:
Julie Ault was the keynote speaker for Novel Ideas. She was introduced by Mark Menjivar,
who was on the planning committee for Novel Ideas and who had been taught by Ault in
graduate school. Ault edited his first book. [. . .] Julie Ault was a member of Group Material
from 1979 to 1996, and for the purposes of this event, her most relevant experiences are as a
writer and editor. She was the editor of Alternative Art New York, 1965–1985 (2002) and of a
catalog for the Nancy Spero exhibit that she curated at MOMA PS1 last year. (I narrowly
missed seeing that show last summer, but when I was there later, the enormous Spero
sculpture "Maypole: Take No Prisoners" was still up.) She walked us through her thinking in
hanging the show and perhaps just as important (for this setting) in editing and designing the
catalog. [. . .] She started out as an artist, but Ault has morphed into having what to me is the
ideal career--curator/editor/writer. In that way, she was the perfect keynote speaker for the
first Novel Ideas.
Julie Ault seems like an archive artist, especially in her work with Group Material, and books are
her medium.
I came home that weekend energized by the show. I often find myself energized by exhibits/
events/performances. That melted away as I spent the next year mostly alone, occasionally
zooming with friends and family, but otherwise not able to experience the energy that a crowd of
art lovers can transmit. What I had instead were books. Between Novel Ideas and now, I read 115
books that I recorded in Goodreads, an online book site. (Most magazines, zines, and art books
aren’t listed on Goodreads, so the final number is larger than 115.) I didn’t depend on the books I
got at Novel Ideas—I continued to buy new books to read and to read books I already had. I have
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several bookcases consisting solely of books I haven’t read yet. It’s a sickness—buying a book and
never reading it. In many cases, I start but don’t finish. Life gets in the way.
As a consequence, I have limited space for new books. I decided early last year (before the
pandemic began) to limit my acquisition of books. I told myself I could only buy a new book if I
finished two other books, and I started piling up books to get rid of. They are in canvas bags in a
closet, and as soon as it is safe, I will take them to Kaboom, my favorite used book store to sell.
Aside from getting a fair price for them, it will give me a chance to talk books with co-owner John
Dillman, who seems to have read everything.
So I sat alone in my room, with music playing softly in the background, reading for 12 months.
Here are the best books I read.
Hallelujah Junction: Composing an American Life by John Adams. Adams is my favorite
contemporary composer. I think I first heard him when I read about Nixon in China, the opera he
did with producer Peter Sellars and librettist Alice Goodman. Sellars was the focus of all the
accounts I read, but I was intrigued by it and bought the CD recording. I’ve listened to this one
dozens of times over the years—I can quote parts of the scene where Nixon, Kissinger, Mao and
Zhou Enlai all meet for the first time. About a year after I bought the opera, I heard a recital in
Portland, Oregon, where a singer sang Madame Mao’s aria to a piano accompaniment. It was
electrifying. And one problem with autobiographies of people accomplished in one field is that
they aren’t necessarily going to be good writers. That’s why captains of industry usually get a
ghost writer. But Adams was the exception to that rule.
Philip Guston Now. This is a curious book. Philip Guston was to have a gigantic retrospective
exhibit, which would travel to the Museum of Fine Arts here in Houston (as well as the National
Gallery in Washington, the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and the Tate Modern in London). I’d
seen Philip Guston in exhibit before (Philip Guston: A New Alphabet at the Yale Art Gallery in
2000. I was especially interested in seeing the work he did before becoming an abstract
expressionist. This monograph reproduces a lot of Guston’s art from that period and explains who
he was and what was happening in his life in the 30s and 40s. The show was infamously cancelled
—postponed, really. Some employees of the National Gallery were uncomfortable with Guston’s
representations of Klansmen. I zoom every Friday morning with older Houston artists and they
were all looking forward to this exhibit. Its cancellation dominated our talks for weeks. I can’t
think of another example where the monograph was published and then the exhibit was cancelled.
For that reason alone, Philip Guston Now is a very unusual book.
Bad Blood: Secrets and Lies in a Silicon Valley Startup by John Carreyou. I love books about big
business scandals, and this was one of the wildest. Elizabeth Holmes was a phony-baloney silicon
valley “genius” whose brilliant idea was to make a machine that could perform a range of blood
tests with a single drop of blood. The company was called Theranos and was a fraud pretty much
from the beginning. What is great about this book is that Carreyou was writing it as the magnitude
of the fraud was becoming known. He witnessed Theranos bullying and threatening anyone who
talked with him as it happened. Elizabeth Holmes’ criminal trial was supposed to start in July, but
has been pushed back because of the pandemic.
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3 New York Dadas and the Blind Man by Marcel Duchamp, Henri-Pierre Roché and Beatrice
Wood. The Blind Man was a ‘zine published 1917 by Duchamp, Roché, and Wood. In addition to
reproducing both issues of the ‘zine (heavily annotated), it reproduces an unpublished novel about
the period by Roché and a section of Beatrice Wood’s memoir, I Shock Myself. Amazingly, Wood
was still alive in 1995 (she was born in 1893) when she sent a letter to Atlas Press about their then
current book, 4 Dada Suicides, in which she was mentioned. This is mentioned in a footnote in 3
New York Dadas and the Blind Man.
Robyn O'Neil: 20 Years of Drawings by Robyn O’Neil. This was supposed to come out earlier,
but the publisher apparently ran into trouble. O’Neil has a podcast called Me Reading Stuff, and
she announced that she had somehow managed to get the books from the now defunct publisher
and would be fulfilling orders. This was shortly after the Nancy and Rich Kinder building at the
Museum of Fine Arts opened. The new building had a large, mysterious O’Neil drawing, which
made me eager to check out her monograph. It’s a beautiful book, with a nice essay by MFAH
curator Alison de Lima Greene.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAA

Grip by Lale Wesvind. I heard of Westvind’s work when it was mentioned glowingly in the
podcast Comic Books Are Burning in Hell. They considered the then work-in-progress as one of
the best comics of the last decade. The original edition of the book was published in several issues
on a Risograph printer. Risograph printing involves using a small number of fairly intense ink
colors. The publisher of this book collection, Perfectly Acceptable Press, managed to replicate the
look of the Risograph by printing the book offset with three specific pantone colors. (Offset color
printing usually uses 4 colors of ink—cyan, magenta, yellow and black.) This is a highly unusual
way to print a book, and it really works for Westvind’s intense artwork. The story is a wordless
feminist fable. It is one of my favorite books of 2020.
Haiku, written by Diane di Prima and woodcuts by George Herms. George Herms is a great
American assemblage artist, who works on the West Coast. The Menil Collection has several
Herms in its collection. Houston artist Earl Staley got to know Herms at the American Academy
in Rome—Staley describes him as a nice guy and a real ladies’ man. Di Prima was, of course, a poet
associated with the beat movement. She died in October, 2020. The story is that she was involved
in a play being put on in New York and invited Herms to come to town to design the play. But
just after he arrived, the police shut the theater down. Di Prima wanted to give Herms something
to do, so she suggested a collaboration. This collection is delightful and sexy; I had never seen
anything drawn by Herms until I read this book. A side-note is that the publisher, X Artists’
Books, is co-owned by Keanu Reeves.
Yves the Provocateur: Yves Klein and Twentieth-Century Art by Thomas McEvilley. When I was
in college, I took two classes with McEvilley. I found his eccentric classes fascinating, and have
read most of his books of art criticism. But for some reason I had never read this one, which turns
out to be a selection of writings around a Klein retrospective that McEvilley curated in 1977 at the
request of Dominique De Menil. As far as I can tell, it was the first time he had curated a show,
and he dug deep into Klein’s thought. He made an amazing discovery about Klein’s intellectual
grounding—that he was deeply influenced by the esoteric system Rosicrucianism, which is one of
the various 19th century/20th century spiritual fads like spiritualism and theosophy. McEvilley
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brings his philology training to suss out what Klein was really thinking, which seems to have been
not very well known prior to McEvilley’s research. McEvilley, who always seemed to be a
hardcore materialist when I was his student, seems pretty blasé about the more woo-woo aspects
of Klein’s Rosicrucianism.
Tears of the Trufflepig by Fernando Flores. My sister gave me a copy of Flores’ first book, Death
to the Bullshit Artists of South Texas, for Christmas two years ago. On New Year’s Eve of 2018, I
put the book in my pocket one afternoon and went to walking around in my neighborhood,
looking for a bar that was open (most weren’t because they were apparently getting ready for
festivities later that night). I finally found one in my neighborhood that was open, ordered a beer
and cracked open the book. After several beers, I had completely inhaled the book. Flores’ stories
of musicians in the Rio Grande valley was completely entertaining. Death to the Bullshit Artists of
South Texas was published by a tiny Austin publisher, Host Publications. My assumption is that
some agent read it, saw how amazingly good it was, and got him a deal with Farrar, Strauss and
Giroux for his next book, Tears of the Trufflepig. Tears of the Trufflepig tells a quasi-science
fiction story about people who illegally create bizarre genetic chimera, like the titular “trufflepig.”
But as with his first book, Flores’ strength is in portraying the liminal space of the Rio Grande
Valley.
Paul at Home by Michel Rabagliati. Rabagliati is a Québécois cartoonist who has produced a
series of autobiographical graphic novels about “Paul”, who is a stand-in for Rabagliati. Some of
his books veer into sentimentality, and there is a touch of this in this volume, but unlike the earlier
books, which are full of love and discovering life, this one is about a middle-aged man whose life is
not perfect. Paul is divorced, his daughter is moving away from Canada, and he is feeling quite old.
This works quite well, because Rabagliati is such a gifted cartoonist.
Despite being forced to be sedentary for a whole year, the age of COVID has been unexpectedly
enervating. Reading has helped keep me sane, but I am desperate to engage actual people face to
face.
- Robert Boyd
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Hagen Klennert
Reality Box
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Phyllis Green
Theadora
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Traces: Birds
Jean-Michel Rolland
November in Marseille, starlings gather on a crane before their big departure to Africa. The
photographic trace, lost with the film, is here reinvented to show the flight of birds under a new
aspect.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://youtu.be/GdWXNPTIMvc

Strolling
Zhiyan Huang

The experimental film Strolling was filmed from mid- to late-March 2020. Footage was captured by a
remotely controlled robot dog equipped with an external camera. During the shooting of the film, the
US government issued a National Stay Home Order, regarding the serious pandemic situation. The
remote-controlled robot dog watched the outside world while I had to stay in quarantine at home.
Because of the volume, signal, power supply, and camera equipment on the robot, the images from
the machine are not the same as what the human eye sees.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use
the URL https://youtu.be/o9JZo_9vjuY
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Organ Play
Jiang Feng
What is sex and the sexual/sensual body? This work offers the audience empathic experiences of the
tactile and aural sensation with the sensual choreography of the body and skin, re-imagining and redefining human sexuality. What is dance? How can it be captured and appreciated in a different way?
Our body is a sexual organ. Our body is our sex.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://youtu.be/SV7ooINqgb8

Distorted Boundary
Feixue Mei
How does technology influence people’s life? How would they respond to other people’s
judgments? Their physical bodies are falling, fading, and drowning in cyberspace. Their online
identities are shaped by people’s comments and follower’s reactions. Bad words become
cyberbullying, they are accumulating and expanding. What will happen when the boundary is
distorted? Can they escape from the virtual? What is real? They are always being judged again and
again.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.xu com/304254861
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Container Garden
Bonnie Lee
During the pandemic of Covid-19, everywhere I go, I have to get in line. Even when I am patient, I
do not get what I wanted. In the age of instant gratification, I decide to shop online. Nothing is as
it seems. The alternative way is to go back to the basics.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://vimeo.com/450535378

Sun of New People
Maxim Yakushenko
This is the story of renewed people who found their sun.

To watch the video scan the QR code or use the URL
https://youtu.be/ZE2uUG3ME4g
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FROM ESSAYS IN IDLENESS: A ZUIHITSU
119.
One had hoped to adhere to a plan of modest gestures toward some faultless whole, knowing all
along that each thought was apt to be interrupted, and that one had brought a cant hook and

peavey to a job where a set of tweezers and a fine-eyed needle would most likely come in handy,

and thus everything took on a mottled, scrubby look, the splintery surface like a bed of sleet where
one does at last fall asleep, but dreams of thorns.

The distance enlarges. Ditches, streams, runs, and rivers rush headlong, braid and diverge like

looping forms of a floral arabesque, a baroque composition of spilled silks, toward the elsewhere

of a delta, where deposited sediment settles and the waters merge estuarial. Metaphors entwine, as
in some rite of spring, and logic unsettles. In a noisy, violet twilight of starlings, the witch hazel
and the willow are at last touched with green.

The difficulty is always arrival. One travels, but forgets the in-between. Summer rains replenish
the aquifer. Arctic ice melts. Sea floors spread as a subducted plate slips. The longest day,

nonetheless, feels abbreviated. The ghost never leaves the foyer. It has just arrived. It is about to
depart. The plot is the usual: abduction, shipwreck, mistaken identity, and amorous confusion;
otherwise known as the process of elimination. A spirit level brought to bear would prove the
whole thing level, but level to what?

136.

Weather spills over: a gray translucency, a general blur instead of minutiae. The map, flawed and

partial, intimates what remains hidden: a seemingly empty background, or a parable that starts, A
certain man had two sons. . . .The flooded graves reiterate the excavation and the filling-in. The

single window frames a drama not yet disarmed, not yet detonated. The present, ever-vanishing,
inflicts an urgent ennui, makes of desire a fulcrum on which disappointment balances, a game
whose rules are neither intuited nor articulated, but adhered to nevertheless. A master of

indefinition, one admits that all one’s most intimate memories are from movies, but said aloud, in
one’s own voice and not that of the actor’s, seem merely the synopsis of a haiku.
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137.

Alone, one is preoccupied with one’s aloneness. It comes as a revelation. A split second fractures

along its many faults. Smoke, unattached from its match, unwinds as an elusive alchemical proof.

Within a taut knot: a sacred space. Having entered the penumbra, one disinters a buried narrative,

a notation of incidents and thought. The depicted pictorial space, nonetheless, makes no sense. The
sky, a rare blue glaze brought forth through maritime trade, and the moon, an imperfect pearl, are
all one has ever known of ocean depths. Alone, landlocked beneath charted quadrants, one is at

home here, where the future unfurls: a text-inscribed ribbon from an angel’s falcon beak, a run-on
sentence.

-Eric Pankey
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Alena Grishko
Social Disappearance
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SONG FOUND IN THE MUD
Bits of this and that, near and far,
Smell the dirt, no joking.
Work a nerve, teach to steal,
I want to keep looking, not getting.
So what, so what.
Bits of this and that, thin and thick,
Scream through the tall grass,
Voice a chorus of frogs,
I want to stop, not on time.
So what, so what.
Bits of this and that, light and dark,
Cat missing half an ear. He’s fine.
Restless dreams, insert your own.
I want to forget, what not, no help.
So what, so what.
-Alan Ainsworth
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April Winter
Hide and Seek
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April Winter
Hide and Seek
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Mark Yale Harris
Crush
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What do researchers know about the pandemic?
Watch the foragers of the placid woods and undisturbed grasslands. Notice your own heartbeat as you pare
the skin off an apple. Find a solution in the higher binding affinity of proteins. Funding was allocated
during the previous four cycles.
See also: John Snow; Ignaz Philipp Semmelweis; Scientific method
What are public health officials doing to protect us?
See: Functionaries; Power law
Can I trust what’s in the news?
Lack of sleep. Gaze on breakfast toast with disgust. The spiral is either ascending or decompensating. Take
the pill featured in our ad at eight-fifteen. Uncertainty is a potent catalyst for unquestioning obedience.
Candor and empathy have gone into quarantine.
When will there be enough masks and ventilators to handle the crisis?
See: Power law
When will religious services be able to resume?
The fava beans can be mixed with garlic for an appeal that is not too pungent. Untold bundles of
memories stuffed into glove compartments. If you have been pondering the meaning of life, stop now.
See also: Rights of differently-abled persons; Angst and doubt
See also: Risk analysis; Pre-revolutionary situation; Sensations of emptiness

-Andy Oram
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Maxim Yakushenok
Mask of Ascension
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MAPPING BORDERS
Laura Drey weaves both
simply yet intricately

a palimpsest and patchwork
of burlap, polyurethane,

and produce twist ties.

The import and export
of products reflect

migration. “CILANTRO”
“BULB,” “PRODUCT

OF MEXICO.” Texture
of the bias and netting.

Contrast of colors, each
marking a region for the eye
and stomach of landscape:

a map of what holds edibles

sabrosos, llamativos, abstractos.

-Stalina Emmanuelle Villarreal
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Hannah Purvis
Bubbles

42

Hannah Purvis
Perception
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CHICO MACMURTIE AND AMORPHIC ROBOT WORKS (ARW)'S KINETIC
TUNNEL SCULPTURE

When the arms unfold and extend

into arches, you can walk through, pass.
A gallery attendant commands, “Don’t
touch!” as they monitor the museum-

goers who cannot resist the marvelous

tunnel robot. To regulate entry is to control
the passage, to treat the espacio like

a frontera, except the arches only last
a moment before they close back up

and entrap you. Poet Arnoldo Garcia
believes this sculpture is a detention

center, but because upon the closure

of the arms, you must escape, almost as

if the robot itself is the border patrol that
allows entry sometimes, but not always.

Tunnel escapes are processional, whereas

the sculpture has immediacy. The metaphor

of this specific tunnel, according to the curator
Robb Hernández, is a lot more like

an “‘abduction’ by an alien force.” As
such, this control is intergalactic, and

its physicality makes it real, not fiction. I walk and see flashes of white stripes.
-Stalina Emmanuelle Villarreal
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Maria Coletsis
Intermission: Pesticides
45

Ping Zheng
Look Into The Future
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INVADER DE AZTLÁN
Sergio Hernández questions why the U.S. government calls immigrants “aliens” when the word
means extraterrestrials.

Aztec hieroglyphs on the base of an extraterrestrial’s head encased in glass, glowing—

an androgynous relic with closed eyes and a remarkable headdress almost holds the base with
three-fingered hands.

Art historian Ray Hernández-Duran argues the painter draws from the 1953 movie poster

Invaders from Mars, which has a similar extraterrestrial head in a bubble; one of the aliens has
closed eyes.

Invader de Aztlán translates to “Invader from Aztlán” as well as “Invader of Aztlán,” the enemy
from within and them vs. us.

Artist Henry G. Sanchez claims that Hernández was inspired by a Star Trek character with a
bulbous head as well as an episode in which “a head is held in suspended life under a glass
dome.”

El programa enseñó actos no discriminatorios al tratar a los seres de varios planetas y galaxias
con dignidad.

-Stalina Emmanuelle Villarreal
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Ashley Perez
Forgive But Never Forget

Ashley Perez
A Slow Unconscious Loss of Reality
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PASSPORT INTERROGATIONS
Suspended in air floating,

two figures flee diagonally

wearing bush-printed hoodies,

shorts, and legs to camouflage,

near la migra who is likely to ask,

where did you go? How long

did you stay there? Do you

have relatives there? La migra

with painted red and blue skin,

sunglasses, cap and brown collar.

An acrylic bird crashes into

a circular landscape of a river,

while brick facades drape

over a wooden peg. Where did

you go? How long did you stay

there? Do you have relatives there?

The fleeing figures have rasquache leaves

for a face, hands, and feet, while Mexican

indigenous fabric dolls have human faces

and bodies, except for the deer doll, all
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in a box. The atmosphere of Alkanzíyya exudes
a call para humanizar. In a video Jorge
Galván Flores tosses a brick

to a second video of a laborer,

the two screens disjointed

at a diagonal, your eyes move.
-Stalina Emmanuelle Villarreal
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Allegra Fanti
Tedium & Chaos
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Allegra Fanti
Maria Maddalena
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SEVEN EAST IDIOMS REVIEWED
1/ hu jia hu wei [狐假虎威]
All the animals of the jungle
Flee in fright from the little fox
As it carefully stalks behind
In the tiger’s shadow
2/ fei ying fei sheng [吠影吠声]
A dog begins to bark at the sight
Of a shadow that seems shivering
Then all the dogs in the neighborhood
Jumped into a chorus like crazy
3/ shu yu jing er feng bu zhi [树欲静而风不止]
The oak tree longs to stand still
Or sit in deep meditation
Yet the wind would never stop
Trying to uproot or remove it
5/ sai weng shi ma [塞翁失马]
On a snowy evening a poor old frontier tribesman
Lost his horse, the only means of living he had
While everybody still felt sorry for him a week later
The horse returned home with another one wild
6/ han dan xue bu [邯郸学步]
In their fondest hope to walk as gracefully as handsomely as the residents of Handan
People swarm in from every part of the country to learn and practice the ‘capital steps’
But many have failed to learn the new steps while others forgot their old ways
So they all have to crawl back on their fours to where they originally came from
7/ ye gong hao long [叶公好龙]
Instead of God, Money, Computer, Sex or Art, Mr Ye believes in Dragon only
He loves the legendary animal so much so that he paints it on every surface he can find
Deeply moved by his devoted passion, a real dragon comes down to visit him
But no sooner has he seen its face than he jumps to flee, with his pants all wet with fright
-Yuan Changming
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Ilaria Cortesi
Back to Nature
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Natalie Christensen
A Good Day
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Natalie Christensen
I Waited
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THE HYGGE OF HOT MUSTARD
“I prefer the cozy atmosphere of candles,” said the freckled woman with rabbit teeth and
strawberry lipstick, her hair the color of faded tangerines. “This is the essence of hoooga, the
Danish word for coziness in the midst of winter.”
Becks peered at her screen. “My Cozy Life with Clara” played on YouTube, the title of the
video “Practicing the Art of Hygge.” Is that how people pronounced it, hoooga? Like launching a
wattle of phlegm from the throat?
YouTube Clara, fresh as an apple, wore a diamond ring on her finger and frolicked through
snow in a red corduroy cape. Her golden retriever sported blonde hair like a supermodel, dashed
and leaped.
The doorbell rang, and Becks paused the video, shuffled down the hall, N95 mask on,
bottle of alcohol in her hand. Not that kind. The other kind. The kind she’d been spraying on
anything that didn’t move the last ten months, and a few things that did move. She waited a few
minutes by the door, then drew it open and unleashed the spray bottle, decontaminating the air
over the bag on her front step.
“Sorry.” A man’s voice startled her. The glow of his phone revealed the Door Dash driver
to be standing a few feet away. “I was texting to let you know your order is here.”
Becks wanted to slam the door, keep her air space uncontaminated. But there lingered a
nagging remembrance of how she used to act, used to be.
“No worries.” She hid the alcohol bottle behind her. Not everyone took such measures.
He’s wearing a mask, she told herself, he’s wearing a mask. You’re safe.
“Are you okay?” he asked.
The question surprised Becks. Looking down, she realized the tear in her pajama pants had
unraveled all the way to the hem, that much like a castaway, her pants had literally tattered. She
wasn’t wearing a bra under her white t-shirt, and at 50, not wearing a bra was apparently grounds
for a mental health check. Then she remembered her hair, looking like Tom Waits circa 1974,
strung out, cigarette hanging on a devil’s grin that hadn’t changed much over the decades. Tom
Waits was one of those people who looked more and more like himself as he aged. Becks didn’t
have that knack. Her hair, undyed for twelve months, now had archeological layers of salt, then
pepper, then whimsical purple. That’s how far behind Devon was. They’d dyed their hair on
Valentines, drunk on Malibu after Devon’s show at Velvet Jones.
“I’m fine.” Becks finally answered the delivery guy. “You know how it is. Been stuck in the
house for a while now.”
But he was already turning the corner onto the sidewalk before Becks could fish in her
pocket for a tip. Then she remembered, nobody exchanged money these days. Just entered it on
the app.
She carried the bag of Slubby Burgers into the kitchen, wondered if the bag itself was
contaminated. Sprayed it. Searched for the sauces. Missing the hot mustard. Again.
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She sprayed the waxy cup of iced tea. Sprayed the straw. Sprayed the Slubby Burger
container. Almost sprayed the fries and then caught herself in time.
She put it on a paper plate, wandered back to her room, pressed play on Cozy Clara.
“Although I formerly found winter depressing, I have come to peace with it in my cozy
cottage. The evening ritual begins with soft lighting.” Candles sparked and wavered around Clara
in a constellation of self-satisfaction.
Becks ate her fries dry, oversalted, under the bare light of the overhead. The Slubby Burger
waited. Ordered without meat or cheese, just Thousand Island and lettuce, pickles and onion. A
“sauce burger” is what she and Devon used to call it. Now Becks ordered it twice a week,
delivered to the door. And every time, every fucking time, they forgot the hot mustard.
When Becks looked to her laptop again, Cozy Clara was reading Moby Dick, curled up in a
nest of floral pillows. Becks’ attention drifted to the corner of her laptop, to the date. It was
already January. A year. A full year ago, Devon slid a record under the front door, I Love Rock N
Roll. At first, it had seemed an innocent present to add to Becks’ vinyl collection. Until she flipped
it over. There on the track lists, the song “Run Away” was circled with a silver pen. No
explanation given.
“God fucking damn it!” Becks cried as she bit into a thick beef slab. “God fucking damn
it,” she repeated, only this time it was soft and snuffly and she was trying not to cry. She pulled the
patty out of the Slubby Burger and dumped it in a paper bowl, set it down by the kibble. Her
terrier, Gandalf, hopped out on three legs to inspect. Wearing his diaper and missing an eye, hair
wiry as steel wool, he did not resemble a dog so much as a rat of unusual size. He licked the burger
half-heartedly, then flopped over in protest and slowly inch-wormed his way back under the bed.
Becks wondered if Slubby Burger had ever been good. Or if it had seemed that way because
Devon was sitting on the hood of her Four Runner, kicking her flips against the bumper, while
they ate fries at Rincon. Sometimes, while Devon was surfing, Becks ordered Slubby’s slushy
lemonade and cracked the ice under her teeth, as the sea turned to liquid mercury and the sun
simmered and sunk. She always lost her breath, just for a second, when Devon came out of the
water. Becks didn’t care that Devon had smile lines at the eyes, that decades of sun worship
showed on the skin of her neck. But Devon cared, was self-conscious about it, kept her dark hair
long to hide as much as she could. She said the music business was brutal, that you have to make it
in your twenties or you don’t make it at all.
For a year, Becks had been Devon’s Fridays. Bowling at Zodo’s and cheap tacos at Del
Taco. Slubby Burgers at Rincon. More than anything, Becks loved to watch her play guitar, silver
ring on her thumb, hands masterful, voice smoky, cutting Becks to pieces. Then I Love Rock N
Roll slid under the door, and Devon stopped coming by. Something unspoken had taken Fridays.
Something younger. The Hail Mary pass in Devon’s midlife crisis.
“I find baking to be conducive to hygge.” Cozy Clara interrupted, frosting a cake by
candlelight, setting it on a chipped china plate, a close-up of her smiling face, a slo-mo pull of the
frosting. “I believe that all things have spirits. And the older a thing is, the more scuffed and
imperfect, the greater the sense of comfort. It reminds me that even though I’m imperfect, I am
still valuable.”
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Becks scoffed and drank her iced tea. Sometimes it was not the old things that brought
comfort. Sometimes it was the girl at the burger stand with lemon-blonde hair and small tits that
pointed upward. Devon was never subtle about watching the girls who worked at Slubby Burger,
most of them students at City College, just earning money to buy pot and kombucha. Becks told
herself it was more in the realm of art appreciation, looking at masterpieces of art that wouldn’t
ever hang in Devon’s house.
It was not that Devon was obliged to love Becks. It was not that Devon signed some
contract or put a ring on Becks’ finger or even offered to pick her up when it rained and she stood
at the bus stop, soaked. Devon hadn’t.
It was the record. Slid under the door. That Devon knew what she was doing, knew she was
running away. And sent Joan Jett and the Blackhearts to say so.
It fell apart, of course. Whichever piece of art it was, she didn’t hang right. Or maybe
Lemon-Blonde expected someone to notice when it was raining and she didn’t have a ride home.
Two months later, Becks heard through friends that Devon was depressed, thinking of moving to
Santa Monica to restart her music career. A few weeks later, it didn’t matter anyway. Nobody was
playing live music or going to clubs.
Becks took her files home from work, thought she’d be a woman of leisure for a few weeks,
cozy and warm in her house, maybe crochet a scarf, post photos of baked bread, the triumph of
the human spirit, and then back to life. She stopped counting after Day 83.
“The bedtime hour is the most vital part of hygge.” Cozy Clara was back again, slipping
under a fluffed white comforter, her hair plaited with an antique ribbon. “I find that being alone
with remembrances of the day is enough to sustain me during the darkness. I leave dried lavender
on my pillow, so that as I drift to sleep, I think of a time when light will come again in spring, after
the winter ends.” Cozy Clara’s lashes fluttered shut, candlelight on her milky cheekbones. No sign
of the perfect dog. Or the husband.
Maybe by spring, the vaccine would be available for Becks’ age bracket. 50. Not old enough
to die, but too old to really live.
A burble of discomfort in her stomach, and Becks wondered if there was any Maalox left.
Becks’ phone beeped. For one crazy, irrepressible moment her heart beat hard and she
thought it might be Devon. In the hangtime of that second, Becks knew she would forgive
anything, if it meant they could have Friday nights together.
This is your Door Dash driver, Fabio. I wanted to let you know that I delivered your food.
The text the Door Dasher wrote earlier was only now delivered. Not Devon. Joan Jett still a run
away. The decision to forgive moot.
She typed, I asked for no beef on the Slubby Burger. Guess what, there’s beef on it.
Slubby Burger doesn’t make a veggie burger, he texted back.
I didn’t order a veggie burger. I ordered the Slubby Burger with no meat or cheese.
That’s really weird.
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It’s a sauce burger, she typed.
The girls who work at Slubby’s never get the orders right. And I can’t open the bag to check.
Lockdown rules. Then a final beep. I have a family to support. Would it kill you to leave a tip?
No hot mustard, no tip. Becks shoved her phone under her pillow and slid the paper plate
onto the unfolded clothes at the end of her bed. But a nightmare vision of Fabio breathing on her
French fries hit her. The next order he delivered, what if he went rogue and opted for vengeance of
the biological variety? Sneezed on the burger? Licked the bag…
She found the place in the app where she could add a posthumous tip. It was a $20 order.
And now it was a $20 tip.
Sorry, I’m a little rusty with human interaction, she texted. Giving you five stars and a tip.
Then she turned off her light and stretched out. There was no point in changing pajamas. Her feet
ran over a comforter thick with dog hair, the pillow case wrinkled with the weight of her head
lying on it week after week. She ignored the streak of pain in her chest. Possibly it was myocardial
infarction. She hadn’t exercised for a year, and middle-aged women dropped like flies from
undiagnosed heart disease. Or it could be fry trap grease erupting from her stomach up to her
trachea. She was the right age for chronic heartburn. If only it were so simple as Rolaids or even
open-heart surgery. This tender, torn ache came with little drops of saltwater on her eye lashes.
This was the memory of Joan Jett, pensive on her Four Runner, watching the waves crash against
rocks, eroding all things with time.
-Silver Webb
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Gordon Skalleberg
Isolation

Gordon Skalleberg
The Endless Search for Happiness
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ROAD ROUTE
Make money
Make a business
do business
doing work

on my way

Working

In work
In the workplace
At work
on the way
On the way

on the street

On the way
In the street
Road route
Road accidents

on the road
en route

Do business
Doing business

work
at work
on business

On the road
On the street
on the road
on road

road accidents

traffic accidents
Accidents on the way to you
Accidents on the way to the blue
Accidents on the road travel to blue

The road accident turned blue

Make a money

Road traffic accidents become blue
Road traffic accident turns blue
The incident of the street became blue

Street phenomenon turns blue
The street phenomenon becomes blue
The phenomenon on the street becomes blue
In the street the phenomenon is blue
The phenomenon on the street is blue
The Strange Case in the Street Under Blue
Strange Street Affair Under Blue

Traffic accidents
Road accidents for you
Accidents on the way to blue
The road travel accidents returns in blue

The street incident becomes blue

-Various Artist
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IT IS FREE PENDING FREE
We believe
Let's just hope
It's not just hope
This is not the only one expected
This is not the only item
This is not just left
It's a wait-free free
Who can
Something is better
Good as
Nice

We believe that
Let's not only hope
It's not just an expectation
This is not the only element
This is just not the case
It is free pending free
Vienna can
One can be a good thing
Good thing
Good

This is the law
This line
It is a dividing line
It's a treacherous road

It's not just a hope
This is not the only thing that matters
This is not the only object
It's not just released
Vienna is free
What good can
better thing
Good-like
It's amazing
It is great

It's awesome
It is fantastic

We believe it

It's fantastic
This is awesome
This order
This is a section line
It's a traitorous path

That's great
That's amazing
This is a mandate
This is a line
It's a betrayed way

-Various Artists
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Richard Reynolds
The Pattern of Reality
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Richard Reynolds
so many voices, so little time
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MOLESTED SKY
In October we s0t under 0
molested sky
Bre0thing ellipsis through
the le0ves 0s we w0tched
the f0ll build 0 body,
We tore the f0bric between
our fingers
W0iting for the greening of
winter.
Now 0nd 0g0in his love b
ecomes 0 burning se0 0nd
we burn like wh0les th0t
continue to be0ch
themselves upon the shores,
the restless s0nd 0flo0t the
w0ter sinking its teeth.
We s0t in October 0nd
poked the night on its
cheek, w0iting for the night
child to return home.
Veldfires were lit 0nd n0ked
bodies consumm0ted M0rs
into Neptune 0nd
Jupiter erupting into 0 se0s
fire.
-Lodeka Mdluli
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D.D. Ford
Lockdown Dreams
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Heracio Carrena
Can we go out?
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Heracio Carrena
They look at us to see what we do
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TIPS FOR BECOMING A GREAT WORLD CITIZEN IN THE e.AGE
1. Don’t argue with any numbers, but just follow the google algorithm;
2. Abide by American interest rather than international law;
3. Whatever game Uncle Sam is up to play, join the team led by him;
4. Always shore up the green back, white face and purple heart;
5. Remember: information is always might, whereas power is always right;
6. Only Yankees can set fires, while you are never allowed to light a candle;
7. Subject all your speech acts to AmEnglish syntax, including your local slangs;
8. Be accommodating to any investments from Wall Street;
9. It is imperative to baptise your souls in the currents of freedom & democracy;
10. Never try to come close to the super boss like soviets, japs or chinamen…
-Yuan Changming
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Trevor Coopersmith
Mask Your Feelings
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Cianopisia
What is yet to come
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Cianopisia
A Room of One's Own
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A LONELINESS WASHES OVER ME
This colour, blue and grey
I don’t think they’d understand
When the moment closes in on me
In the rain
Down the road
All alone
By the shade
Or in the dark
Under the sun
I feel it creeping up on me
Loudest table in the room
Quiet corners
I still feel it in me
Colour of my clothes
Darkest grey
White like clouds
I close my eyes and lean back
For there is something in the way we break, slowly at
first
Almost timid
And then all at once
Its in the quiet of the rooms
The blue light from my phone
The hairs swirling down the drain
I let it wash over me
I don’t know how to speak of it
Like an elephant that won’t budge
Or a shadow that just sticks
I can’t wash it off me
Running around the block
Frozen lake
Dying trees
In the cold, where the blossoms used to grow
I feel it
Spinning in circles, look at me
Funny friends and coffee highs
Sunday mornings and lazy Friday afternoons
It won’t go
Like a grey rainfall that won’t settle
In my triumphs and my defeats, I am alone
When a loneliness washes over me, I don’t ignore it
I feel it in my bones, behind my eyelids, like a blanket
that covers me
Outliving any other emotion that wants to take its place
Blue and grey, it colours me like this
And I try to wash it away
But it won't go
I learn to live in it but never stay
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~Meryam Al-waadh

Darija Stipanic
Self-portrait (go round in circles)
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Darija Stipanic
Self-portrait Breakthrough
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Darija Stipanic
Self-portrait Recovery
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Superpresent is a quarterly magazine of the arts. Superpresent is available free online and
a limited run of hard copies is printed for each issue. Superpresent publishes poems,
short stories, essays, visual art pieces, experimental art, video art, and sound art.
We accepts submissions throughout the year from anywhere in the world.
No fees for submission.
Send us your poems, short stories, essays, visual art pieces, experimental art, video art, or
sound art.
There are four deadlines for submission each year.
• March 1
• June 1
• September 1
• December 1
Visual Art Guidelines:
• We will accept art in JPEG format.
• Artwork must be 300 dpi .
• All artwork must be at least 8.5’’ x 11’’ to fit in the magazine.
• Up to three images may be submitted
Written Guidelines :
• We accept submissions in DOC, DOCX, and RTF formats.
• For poetry, up to three poems, one per page
• Essays and short stories should be 500-2000 words.
• We accept submissions in DOC, DOCX, and RTF formats.
• For poetry, up to three poems, one per page
• Essays and short stories should be 500-2000 words.
Video and Sound Guidelines:
• Send a link to the video or sound file posting (Youtube, etc)
• Provide a short description of the piece (up to 100 words)
• For videos provide up to three still images
Include a 50-100 word bio written in the third person with your submission.
Please send your submissions to editor@superpresent.org
Copyright and publication specifications: First Serial Rights
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Contributors

Alan Ainsworth's poetry and prose have appeared in The
Atlantic Monthly, The Paris Review, The American Book
Review, The New England Review, ArtLies, Mutabilis Press,
and other journals. He edited 75 Arguments, a reader. He is
the Chair of English for Houston Community College and
teaches writing, literature, and humanities.
Meryam Al-waadh is a first time poet interested in exploring
past emotions and feelings by writing in poems and essay
format. She recently self published her first collection of
poems Venus is Grieving- A Time Travellers Odyssey which
tells the tale of a time travelling narrator re-living past
memories and coming to terms with the past.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Various Artists. About 20 years ago, Trudo Engels (1962 2009) created Various Artists, a collective consisting of 24
fictional artists. The composition of the collective is diverse, in
terms of skills, gender, age and geographical origin. Over the
years, the group has developed into a collection of full-fledged
artists who regularly exhibit, publish and set up various public
projects together. This practice is a long-term artistic project
that presents itself as an autonomous collective, each member
of which contributes its own research topics and specific
practices to the Gesamtkunstwerk. A large part of their work
is accidental or machine generated.
Robert Boyd was born in Melbourne, Australia, and grew up
in Houston, Texas. He left Texas to work as an editor for 15
years before returning to Houston in 2003. In 2009, he started
his art blog, The Great God Pan Is Dead.
Kateryna Bortsova is a painter – graphic artist with a BFA in
graphic arts and MFA. Works of Kateryna took part in many
international exhibitions (Taiwan, Moscow, Munich, Spain,
Macedonia, Budapest etc.). She won silver medal in the
category “realism” in participation in “Factory of visual art”,
New York, USA and 2015 Emirates Skywards Art of Travel
competition, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Yuan Changming hails with Allen Yuan from
poetrypacific.blogspot.ca. Credits include eleven Pushcart
nominations, nine chapbooks as well as publications in Best of
the
Best
Canadian
Poetry
(2008-17),
and
BestNewPoemsOnline, among others.
Maria Coletsis works with issues concerned with identity and
sexuality. Since receiving her MFA from the San Francisco Art
Institute, she has exhibited her artwork in galleries
internationally and had solo art exhibition and book launch at
the De Luca Gallery in Toronto for her recently published
photography book, Behind the Whip: Dominatrix. Her
photographs were included in the East London Photography
Festival and chosen by the curator of the Whitney Museum
for the Viridian Gallery open call in New York. Maria has
contributed editorial photography for many international
magazines and newspapers. Many of her images appear on
book covers, websites and music covers. She continues to
investigate and photograph subculture subject matter and is

currently introducing elements from nature to explore human
nature.

Natalie Christensen’s enchanting focus is on banal peripheral
settings. Influenced by 25 years as a psychotherapist, her
photos favor psychological metaphors. She deconstructs to
color fields, geometry and shadow. “Sometimes I get a glimpse
of the sublime in these ordinary places.” Christensen has
exhibited in the U.S. and internationally, and recently was a
guest of the United Arab Emirates Embassy on a UAE
cultural tour. She led photography workshops at The Royal
Photographic Society, London and Meow Wolf, Santa Fe and
participated in site-specific projects in the U.S and U.K. The
recipient of several prestigious photography awards,
Christensen’s work is in the permanent collections of the Fort
Wayne Museum of Art, Indiana and the University of Texas,
Tyler. Her photography has been featured in noted fine art
publications.
Heracio Carrena was born in Buenos Aires. In 1978, he
received the title of National Professor of Drawing and
Painting, graduated from the "Prilidiano Pueyrredon"
National School of Fine Arts in Buenos Aires. He has been
exhibiting since 1979. Starting in 1985, he began to carry out
work and research in the field of electrographic, photography
and later digital art. The theme of his work is based on giving
a current vision and with current means, of the rich sign of the
ancient peoples of South America and of Argentine Patagonia.
Cianopsia is a young Visual Artist born in Galiza and
currently based in Oporto, Portugal. Studying Photography
and Visual Arts in parallel with High School, she had her first
solo exhibition “Oniria” at 16 years old in Vigo, Spain. While
exploring a new field of trans-media communication involving
graphic make-up, photography portrait, art installation and
digital intervention, she received the 1st Prize Photography
Young Creators Award (2019). Currently finishing her degree
in Multimedia Engineering to pursue further studies in Fine
Arts, her subject of artistic research is identity, intimacy,
melancholy and the new reality
Trevor Coopersmith is an interdisciplinary artist from
Carlsbad, CA. Trevor received a Bachelor's in Art from the
University of California, Santa Barbara and was recently
accepted to the University of London, Goldsmiths MFA
program. Coopersmith has sold to private collections across
the globe, completed murals, founded the Urban Art
Scholarship Foundation and exhibited internationally/ online.
His recent work explores the relationship between memory
and urban/ natural landscapes. These juxtapositions are in
relation to Roman Mythology and the planets within our solar
system; humanity and its connection/ alienation to the
cosmos. Another series documents 115 miles by skateboard
across central CA to question methodologies or progress.
Ilaria Cortesi is an Italian digital artist based in Shanghai,
China. Her pieces draw inspiration from music, society,
literature, ukio-e and sci-fi. Each piece begins the same way:
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with a single word or thought that evokes an image
Allegra Fanti, born and raised in Italy, has always been
surrounded by the wonders of antiquity and its mysteries.
Even if she is not a believer, she knows that her cultural
heritage is affected by Catholicism, and she lived surrounded
by a kind of art made for this religion. But when she grew and
could deepen on her own, she found some pieces of truth in
what was represented. She started to become more fascinated
by those religious pictures. She started to get their allegorical
meanings. Therefore, she decided to reintroduce those icons,
and study symbolism.
Danny D. Ford’s poems, illustrations and photography have
appeared in various print and online titles including 'Double
Feature' (by John Dorsey & Mike James, Analog Submission
Press 2021), 'Perforated By Sirens' (co-authored with Mark
Anthony Pearce, Analog Submission Press 2020), Albany
Poets, Inefável, Ancient Heart Magazine, Black Listed
Magazine, Dark Lane Quarterly Collaborative, Lazybox,
Bare Hands, BS Poetry Magazine, Coronaverses & Winamop.
‘The Unfolding Head’ is co-founder & compère of Dust Your
Broom & print collective Never Kill a Rainbow, in Bergamo,
Italy, where he lives and works as an English teacher.
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Phyllis Green's art has appeared in ArLiJo 123, the
Revolution, Open Arts forum, Earth and Altar, and soon in
Thereafter.
Alena Grishko was born in Ukraine in 1988. Her exhibition
life started in 2020. She is currently based in Moscow, Russia.
Mark Yale Harris, Born in Buffalo, New York, spent his
childhood enthralled in a world of drawing and painting.
Though honored for his creative endeavors, he was
encouraged to pursue a more conventional career. After
finding conventional success, the artistic passion that existed
just beneath the surface was able to present itself. Harris
began sculpting, and has since created an evolving body of
work in stone and bronze, now featured in public collections,
museums and galleries worldwide, including: Hilton Hotels;
Royal Academy of London; Marin MOCA; Four Seasons
Hotels and the Open Air Museum - Ube, Japan.
Sam Heydt has lived/worked in Paris, Venice, Amsterdam,
Athens, Buenos Aires, Sydney, Reykjavík, Udaipur, and
Vienna. Esteemed as one of the pioneers of the recycled
media movement, Heydt works across mediums and employs
a range of materials, often reinventing and trespassing their
associative use. Her work has been internationally exhibited.
Miao Jiaxin Beginning in Shanghai, where his photography
works expressed the universal theme of urban angst, Miao
then immigrated to New York, expanding his view of urban
streets towards a more conceptual public stage. He is more
widely known for converting his New York studio into a jail
and charging $1 per night as accommodation on Airbnb. The
same studio later was converted again to be a blind dating
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(meeting) spot, as well as a massage therapy clinic. Miao’s
works often express the ambivalent and sometimes
antagonistic tension that always exists between the individual
and governing or cultural authorities, questioning
assumptions about power in relation to identity politics. He
posits the artist’s nature as one who transgresses boundaries,
challenges consensus, and stays distant from authorities.
Hagen Klennert was born in Erfurt, GDR/ East-Germany.
He was educated as a stage painter and works as a painter,
graphic artist and illustrator in Berlin, Germany.
Bonnie Lee likes to incorporate art and life. She is constantly
straddling the boundary between art and life. The new reality
of staying at home has pushed her to make art with the extra
time. Bonnie graduated from Art Center College of Design
with a B.A. in Illustration. She currently works as the
department coordinator and enjoys the privilege of taking
classes as a staff member. Her ultimate goal in life is to be a
professional student because she never stops learning.
Londeka Mdluli is a South African born writer who is of dual
nationality. Although she was born in South Africa, Mdluli
does not shy away from her Zimbabwean heritage. She is a
daring and careful writer whose work has appeared in The
Spectacle, Prometheus Dreaming, and The coffee people zine
literature journals.
Feixue Mei is an interdisciplinary artist and an Assistant
Professor at Northwest Missouri State University. Her work
explores diverse media such as publications, videos,
performances, illustrations, comics, and installations. Her
creative practice and research have been recognized by the
PCA/ACA Conferences; Printed Matter Art Book Fairs; Art
and Education, a collaboration between Artforum and e_flux;
International Design Award (IDA), COW illustration festival
in Ukraine; Video Snack Festival and Missouri Art Now. Mei
has exhibited in many places. She earned an MFA in Design
with a concentration in visual communications from Virginia
Commonwealth University, a BFA in Graphic Design from
Colorado State University, and a BFA in Visual
Communications from Central China Normal University.
Christian Nicolay is a Canadian interdisciplinary artist
currently based in Vancouver and Kelowna BC. His diverse
body of work employs a wide range of media and techniques
to create works that explore themes of paradox, social activity,
cultural identity and the origins of things. Part of his artistic
strategy is to examine and play in liminal areas that are hard to
define. His practice challenges common perceptions of
borders and boundaries in relation to process, materiality and
function. His work has been exhibited nationally and
internationally and has been the recipient of several awards,
grants, honours and residencies
Andy Oram is a writer and editor in the computer field. His
editorial projects have ranged from a legal guide covering
intellectual property to a graphic novel about teenage hackers.

Print publications where his writings have appeared include
The Economist, the Journal of Information Technology &
Politics, and Vanguardia Dossier. He has lived in the Boston,
Massachusetts area for more than 30 years. He self-published
a memoir, "Backtraces: Three Decades of Computing,
Communities, and Critiques", and his poems have been
published in Ají, Arlington Literary Journal, Conclave,
Genre: Urban Arts, Heron Clan, Offcourse, Panoply, SoulLit, and Speckled Trout Review.
Eric Pankey is the author of many books. A new collection of
poems, Not Yet Transfigured, is due out in Fall of 2021.
Emily Peacock is an artist who lives and works in Houston,
Texas. She received her M.F.A. at the University of Houston,
with an emphasis in Photography and Digital Media and she is
an Assistant Professor of Art at Sam Houston State
University. Her work mainly focuses on her family and
personal experiences. Peacock was a 2013-2014 Lawndale
Artist Studio Program artist in residence. She received the
Houston Arts Alliance Individual Artist Grant for 2016 and
more recently received the 2019 New Faculty Research Grant.
She has exhibited her work throughout the United States,
Vienna, Austria and the U.K. Peacock’s work is in the Art
Museum of South East Texas and Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston collection.
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Ashley Perez is a Texas-based artist who works in various
mediums that center around painting and drawing. Her work
explores memory, identity, and mental health by personifying
elements of the natural world and wordplay. She received her
B.F.A. from the University of Texas at San Antonio in
painting in 2010. She is the visual art director at SAY Sí, a
creative youth-development program for middle school and
high school students. Her work has been featured at Centro
de Artes, Blue Star Contemporary, the McNay Art Museum,
and Presa House Gallery.
Hannah Purvis is a Texas-based artist who was born and
raised in Houston and currently resides in San Marcos. She is
a thesis level BFA candidate with a focus in painting.
Combining figurative elements with abstraction, she uses
painting to explore a fractured identity. She is interested in
themes that relate to our advancing technology that combines
portraits and figure painting with influences of the digital.
Hannah has exhibited locally and is currently curating an
online group exhibition.
Zhiyan Huang is a designer/visual artist working in the field
of editorial design and contemporary art. Based in New York,
she previously worked as a designer at HvA Design Studio.
She received an MFA in Graphic Design from the Yale School
of Art and a BFA in Communication Design from Parsons,
The New School. She also curated Three Artists’ Journey Chinese Calligraphy Exhibition in 2019, and joined the group
show Photography-Graphic Design-Painting & Print Making
Group Show as an artist in 2019.

江峰 Jiang Feng is a non-gendered multi-disciplinary artist
working in dance, theater, performance art, voice, text,
modeling, film, photography, and theory. He attained her B.A.
in English and Chinese literature from National Taiwan
University and an M.F.A. in Performance and Performance
Studies from Pratt Institute. They are the receiver of the R.O.C.
Government Fellowship to study dance abroad and various
grants from Ministry of Culture in Taiwan. His works have
been presented in Asia, America, and Europe in various artistic
scenarios. In 2018, they were selected to perform the work
“Wall-Floor Positions” in the MoMA retrospective "Bruce
Nauman: Disappearing Acts."
Richard Reynolds was born in Arkansas and has lived in the
Seattle/Tacoma area since 1996. He likes to make comics,
paintings, illustrations, animation and all types of drawings. His
work has been published on album covers, gig posters, in the
magazines Paraphilia, Sensitive Skin and OK | KULT. His
influences include underground comics, cheap paperback
novels, dadaism, outsider art, Renaissance printmaking and
early cinema. He is currently busy working on developing
animation projects, editing material for self published
collections of his art and exploring the possibilities of egg
tempera painting and metal point drawing.
Jean-Michel Rolland is a long time musician and painter He
brings together his two passions - the sound and the image - in
digital arts since 2010. Through video art works, generative art,
audiovisual performances, and interactive installations, he
questions the temporality, a genuine fourth dimension inherent
to moving image, as well as the duality between his two favorite
mediums, the sound and the visual. His formal research is
guided by the desire to reveal the intrinsic nature of our
perceptual environment and to twist it to better give new
realities to the world around us.
Xe M. Sánchez was born in 1970 in Grau (Asturies, Spain). He
received his Ph.D in History from the University of Oviedo in
2016. He is an anthropologist, and he also studied Tourism and
three masters. He has published in Asturian language
Escorzobeyos (2002), Les fueyes tresmanaes d’Enol Xivares
(2003), Toponimia de la parroquia de Sobrefoz. Ponga (2006),
Llué, esi mundu paralelu (2007), Les Erbíes del Diañu (E-book:
2013, Paperback: 2015), Cróniques de la Gandaya (E-book,
2013), El Cuadernu Prietu (2015), and several publications in
journals and reviews in Asturies, USA, Portugal, France,
Sweden, Scotland, Australia, South Africa, India, Italy, England,
Canada, Reunion Island, China, Belgium, Ireland, Netherlands,
Austria and Turkey.
Gordon Skalleberg, native of Arild, Sweden and now residing
in Santa Fe, New Mexico, Skalleberg transitioned to full-time
artist after years in the family’s business. His relocation to New
Mexico inspired new imagery, a distinctive twist on
Southwestern features - desert landscapes, mountains, open
skies - in a semi-abstract landscape-style. Skalleberg has shown
in gallery and exhibitions in Sweden since 2007; more recently
in New York and Santa Fe. Since 2015, he has participated in the
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prestigious annual Studio Tour in southwest Sweden.
Occasionally he accepts commissions - a recent example being
Netflix engaging him to paint portraits of Uma Thurman and
Tony Goldwyn for a production. His work is in museum,
corporate and private collections in Sweden and the United
States.
Darija Stipanic was born 1973. in Rijeka, Croatia. She
graduated in interdisciplinary study of Fine Art and Art
History from the Teacher Training Faculty at the University
of
Rijeka. She has had several solo exhibitions and
participated art exhibitions in Croatia and other countries. She
has received few awards and recognitions for her art. She is a
member of the Croatian Visual Art Society in Rijeka
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t.m. thomson’s work has most recently appeared in Pensive
and Hamilton Stone and will appear in Raw Art Review and
Jelly Bucket in the upcoming months. Three of her poems
have been nominated for Pushcart Awards: “Seahorse and
Moon” in 2005, “I Walked Out in January” in 2016, and
“Strum and Lull” in 2018. She is the author of Strum and Lull
(2019) and The Profusion (2019), which placed in Golden
Walkman’s 2017 chapbook competition, and co-author of
Frame and Mount the Sky (2017). She has a writer’s page at
https://www.facebook.com/TaunjaThomsonWriter/.
Stalina Emmanuelle Villarreal lives as a rhyming-slogan
creative activist. She is a Generation 1.5 poet (mexicanx and
Xicanx), a translator, a sonic-improv collaborator, and an
instructor of English. Her poetry can be found in the Rio
Grande Review, Texas Review, Spoon River Poetry Review,
The Acentos Review, Defunkt Magazine, Good Cop/Bad Cop,
and elsewhere. She has published translations of poetry,
including Postcards in Braille by Sergio Pérez Torres (Nueva
York Poetry Press, 2021). She is the recipient of the Inprint
Donald Barthelme Prize in Poetry.
Silver Webb is the editrix of the Santa Barbara Literary
Journal. Her food-writing and interviews have appeared in
Food & Home, Still Arts Quarterly, and Pacifica Post. Her
poetry has been in Peregrine and Burgeon. You can find her
stories in Danse Macabre, Underwood, and The Good Life, as
well as in the anthologies The Tertiary Lodger, Hurricanes &
Swan Songs, Delirium Corridor, and Running Wild Anthology
of Stories.
April Winter takes playful self-portraits in self built, often
claustrophobic sets. Her work revolves around the
transformations of these little worlds, filling the space with
found, made or borrowed objects to tell a story; often about
such topics as sexuality, utopia and isolation.
Maxim Yakushenok lives I Nizhny Tagil, Russia. He is
engaged in art and music activities as well as video art and
handicrafts.
Fortune Yolk celebrates gender non-conformity and abstract
representations of self. Yolk specializes in concept art of
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unique people of inhuman persuasion and will often design
for others on commission. Other than concept art, Yolk also
paints digitally with an emphasis on dynamic lighting and
stark shadows. Yolk derives inspiration from fairy tales and
mythology from a wide range of cultures.
Ping Zheng is from Zhejiang, China and lives and works in
Brooklyn, NY. She received an MFA in Painting from the
Rhode Island School of Design in 2016 and a BFA in painting
from the University College of London, Slade School of Fine
Art in 2014. Her works have been exhibited at Kristen
Lorello, New York, NY, McClain Gallery, Houston, TX, and
Nancy Margolis Gallery, New York, NY,Microscope Gallery,
Brooklyn, NY, Nancy Margolis Gallery, New York, NY, the
Chinese American Arts Council/Gallery 456, New York, NY,
Trestle Gallery, Brooklyn, NY and DDP(Dongdaemun
Design Plaza), Seoul, South Korean, “ASYAAF: Asian
Students and Young Artists Festival” among other venues. She
has completed artist residencies at AADK Spain, in Blanca,
Spain, the Rancho Linda Vista Arts Community, in Oracle,
Arizona, and the Vermont Studio Center, in Johnson,
Vermont among others. Her works are included in the
collections of the Cleveland Clinic Art Program and JP
Morgan Chase Bank, Fidelity Investments among others.

